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SUMMARY 
Full Stack Web Developer leveraging a sales background who specializes in 
developing innovative solutions and maintaining an exceptional user experience. 
Recognized as an organized and adaptable critical thinker I am dedicated to improve 
my expertise while embracing new challenges alongside an innovative team focused 
on coding accessible, human-centered products. 

 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS 

DevSync | Repo: GitHub | Live: Go to App 

Full Stack Engineer — MongoDB, Express, React, Redux, Node.js 
+ Summary: Developed a full-stack Social Media platform to help facilitate 
the job hunt for web developers around the world. 
+ Role: Backend, Express server/routes, Mongoose queries, serve data to the 
frontend in React 
+ Utilized: MongoDB, Express, React, Redux, Node.js, JWT, JavaScript 

Slick’s Slices| Repo: GitHub | Live: Go to App 
+ Summary: A responsive website for a local pizza shop focused on loading 
lightning-fast landing pages. Utilized Gatsby to deliver critical CSS to the front-
end and Sanity as a headless CMS to deliver the data to the client-side. 
+ Role: Sole Author 
+ Utilized: React, Gatsby, Styled Components, CSS grid/flexbox, CMS, Formik 

EXPERIENCE 

Whimser.io, Remote — Frontend Engineer 
May 2021 - PRESENT 

+ Engineering reusable web and native React components for a cognitive behavioral 
therapy focused application to allow a user to challenge negative thoughts and 
understand cognitive distortions. 
+ Utilizing agile software development strategies to prototype, implement and deploy 
features embedded within a cross function and multi-disciplinary team. 
+ Implementing industry React and React Native best practices within Expo and Next.js 
environments to maximize the reusability and extensibility of my code. 

 
Bond NY, New York, NY— Residential Real Estate Broker 
June 2015 - PRESENT 

+  Proven ability to increase agency revenue by an additional $1MM year-over-year, while 
closing contracts and acquiring clients through Email Marketing and Digital Marketing. 
+ Managed and trained junior agents in order to aid in the development of their sales 
presence.  
+ Provide competitive analysis and industry benchmarking of NY Real Estate Market 
in order to properly position the firm’s strategies against competitors. 

 Github: 
github.com/jongomezdev

 LinkedIn: 
linkedin.com/jonathango
mez5 

 Website: 
https://jongomez.dev/portfolio 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 

Languages: 
JavaScript (ES6+), 
Typescript, 
Python 

Front End: React, Redux, 
Next.js, Gatsby.js, HTML, 
CSS, jQuery, styled 
components, Bootstrap 

Back End: Node.js, 
Express, MySQL, 
Sequelize, MongoDB, 
Mongoose, AWS, 
Postman, REST API 

Test Driven Development: 
Jest, Mocha 

Tools | Platforms: Git, 
NPM, Webpack, Babel, 
WordPress 

 
EDUCATION 

Columbia University 

New York, NY | Certificate 

Full-Stack Web Dev - April 

2021 

Udemy | Certificate, 
The Complete 2021 Web 
Dev Bootcamp – Oct 
2020 
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